Network oscillations of different amplitudes, frequencies, and durations occur during different states and behaviors and are hypothesized to coordinate information processing across brain areas. Hippocampal sharp-wave-associated ripple (SWR) oscillations (ϳ140 -200 Hz) are the largest recorded brain signals of physiological significance (Buzsáki et al., 1992) . Spontaneous SWRs occur as 50 -100 ms epochs during slow-wave sleep (SWS), awake immobility, and consummatory behaviors like eating, drinking, and rearing. During each SWR, ϳ10 -20% (ϳ50,000 -100,000) of all pyramidal neurons in the rat hippocampal complex produce action potentials (Csicsvari et al., 2000) . Moreover, spontaneous SWRs have been recorded from all regions of the hippocampal complex including CA1, CA3, subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum and the deep layers of the entorhinal cortex (Chrobak and Buzsáki, 1996) , across rodents (Buzsáki et al., 1992) , nonhuman primates (Skaggs et al., 2007) , and humans (Bragin et al., 1999) . It is hypothesized that such synchronous population patterns are essential for the faithful transfer of information from the hippocampus to downstream cortical structures (Buzsáki et al., 1983) . Furthermore, several experiments have shown that these intermittent highfrequency oscillatory events of the hippocampus subserve the role of memory consolidation (Girardeau et al., 2009; Jadhav et al., 2012; see also O'Neill et al., 2010) .
Despite clear evidence for the physiological role of SWR oscillations and past work on the mechanistic aspects of SWRs in the hippocampus, the underlying cellular and network mechanisms for the generation and initiation of SWR oscillations are still debated. Two recent papers use electrophysiology and pharmacology along with selective manipulation of neuronal subtypes using optogenetics to advance our understanding of the cellular network mechanisms underlying the generation and initiation of hippocampal SWR oscillations (Stark et al., 2014; Schlingloff et al., 2014) . The studies were performed under varying conditions: one examined the CA1 region of the hippocampus in vivo (Stark et al., 2014) and the other investigated the CA3 region in vitro (Schlingloff et al., 2014) . But the objective of both studies was to clarify and limit existing models of the cellular network mechanisms underlying the initiation and generation of SWR oscillations in the hippocampus.
Despite inherent differences in CA1 and CA3 circuitry in terms of feedforward versus recurrent circuitry and unidirectional projections from CA3 to CA1, critical results were shared by the two studies:
(1) removing perisomatic inhibition of pyramidal cells with gabazine (in vitro) or picrotoxin (in vivo) aborted spontaneous SWRs and decreased sharp-wave amplitude, despite increasing pyramidal cell firing rates; (2) activation of paralbumin basket cells (PVBCs) paced ripple-frequency firing suggesting that the reciprocal connections between PVBCs play an essential role in ripple generation and synchrony. Support for PVBCs as the pacemaker of ripple frequency also comes from the finding that PVBC dendrites generate propagating Ca 2ϩ spikes during SWRs (Chiovini et al., 2014); (3) optogenetic activation of local population of pyramidal cells in the CA1 region was sufficient to artificially induce high-frequency oscillations (HFOs) in vivo, similar to spontaneous ripples in the behaving animal. In comparison, higher-amplitude baseline excitatory activity (EPSPs) reflecting the activation of local pyramidal cells, was a necessary precondition for ripple generation in the slices; and (4) silencing pyramidal cells either directly or indirectly via interneuron-mediated inhibition aborted spontaneous ripples in both the cases. The necessity of similar network conditions for SWRs in both CA1 and CA3 regions indicate that the underlying mechanism for the generation and initiation of ripples in these regions could be same despite the spectral-temporal differences in the ripples generated in these regions (Csicsvari et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2011) .
While four critical results were shared by the in vivo study in CA1 and in vitro study in CA3, one result was not shared. Surprisingly, while activation of PVBCs quickly disrupted ongoing ripples in CA1 in vivo, tonic excitation of mutually connected PVBCs was necessary and sufficient to generate HFOs in CA3 in slices even when excitation was blocked.
In addition to providing insights about network mechanisms that generate SWR across CA1 and CA3 networks, these two studies provide concrete answers to important related questions. (1) Can ripples be artificially generated in hippocampal circuits? Yes. Stark and colleagues (2014) repeatedly and reliably generated HFOs in both behaving and anesthetized mice and rats. The amplitude, frequency, and duration profiles of these artificially induced HFOs (iHFOs) were similar to those of spontaneous SWRs. Furthermore, both the frequency and the amplitude of iHFOs were correlated with the stimulation intensity, just as the frequency and amplitude of spontaneous ripples are correlated with sharp wave amplitude. (2) What is the minimal network size needed to generate a ripple? A network of ϳ80 pyramidal cells was estimated to be sufficient to generate a reliably detectable ripple. This has strong implications and suggests that each ripple can be unique even by its size. (3) Is there any precise and reliable dynamic between participating ensembles of pyramidal cells and interneurons during a SWR? Previous modeling work with realistic synaptic parameters suggested that in networks without recurrent connections, like CA1, HFOs can occur when pyramidal neurons precede interneuron firing by ϳ90°during ripple troughs (Brunel and Wang, 2003) . Indeed, Stark and colleagues (2014) find that pyramidal cells precede interneuron firing by 90°during each ripple cycle. (4) What mechanisms support the organization of SWRs along the long septo-temporal axis given that ripples have been reported to occur across large CA1 longitudinal distances (Buzsáki et al., 1992; Ylinen et al., 1995; Csicsvari et al., 2000; Patel et al., 2013) ? To understand how widespread ripples are generated, Stark and colleagues (2014) simultaneously illuminated pyramidal cells at multiple sites (electrode probe shanks). They found that such massive stimulation can generate phase-locked oscillations across illuminated shanks. While iHFOs during simultaneous multisite stimulation had higher power and less inter-site frequency variability, their overall common frequency had dropped; this was tested for distances up to ϳ1.4 mm. The reduction in global frequency once again follows the modeling prediction that the larger the network size that generates HFOs, the lower the overall global frequency of the HFO (Brunel and Wang, 2003) .
It has also been reported that the average ripple frequency decreases from the septal to temporal pole of the hippocampus (Patel et al., 2013) . While ϳ40% of ripples tend to be synchronized across up to 6 mm (Patel et al., 2013) , another 40% propagate along the septo-temporal (ST) or temporo-septal (TS) direction (Patel et al., 2013) . This raises the question of what permits the widespread spatial synchronization of these physiologically important short-lasting bursts of firing within the CA1 layer? Given only sparse excitatory recurrent connectivity and equally sparse long inhibitory projections within the CA1 region, we still do not know how spatially widespread synchronous SWRs come about in CA1. Whatever mechanisms are responsible for the widespread synchronous or ST or TS propagating SWRs, these mechanisms must uniquely participate during SWRs because unlike ripples, which primarily occur during SWS, theta oscillations, which occur during awake states, travel unidirectionally (Patel et al., 2012) .
SWRs are highly irregular in their occurrence and their rate has been reported to vary from 0.01 to 2 Hz. Schlingloff and colleagues (2014) went beyond what had been explored in terms of mechanistic aspects of SWR generation in the past (Ellender et al., 2010) and asked whether there was any limit to the highest frequency with which SWRs can occur. They found that while a minimum network size was required to observe spontaneous SWRs in slices, the occurrence rate increased with slice thickness. However, they note that even in thick slices there was an absolute refractory period of ϳ200 ms at the cellular or network level after a SWR occurred. The finding that a minimum level of excitation among excitatory neurons is necessary for CA1 or CA3 network to generate a SWR is consistent across both studies. However, the conclusion about absolute refractory period is weakened by the fact that although total neuronal participation reaches up to ϳ20% during a SWR, pyramidal cells fire at most once during each ripple. So what causes the universal inter-ripple interval of ϳ200 ms, given that a large fraction of both pyramidal cells and interneurons are not participating in each event? While attempting to answer this question, we have to keep in mind that historically in vivo SWR occurrence have been reported to be highly irregular, while there are several reports of regularity of ripple occurrence in slice work (Ellender et al., 2010) . The reason for this variance between in vivo and in vitro work could be the availability of neuromodulators in the whole animal. Even though most neuromodulators are downregulated during sleep, a select few, like adenosine and nitric oxide, promote sleep (Brevig and Baghdoyan, 2010; Wisor et al., 2011) . These neuromodulators could be responsible for the irregular occurrence of SWRs in whole animals, whereas their absence could be responsible for the more regular occurrence of SWRs in slices. But how would neuromodulators introduce irregularity? One answer could come from the knowledge that hippocampal ripples can be triggered by both cortical spindles and down-up state transitions and the interference of the timing of these rhythms might result in irregular intervals between consecutive ripples (Sullivan et al., 2011) . Separately, the amplitude irregularity of SWRs might arise from the lognormal (skewed) distribution of the magnitude of population synchrony during ripples (Buzsáki and Mizuseki, 2014) and the increasing number of participating pyramidal cells and interneurons with each cycle.
Together, the two studies discussed here limit the possible mechanisms responsible for the generation of SWRs and tell us that the process for ripple generation begins from a build-up of excitation in the excitatory networks of CA1/CA3, in turn driving PVBCs. Subsequently, the strong recurrent connectivity between PVBCs with small fixed time constants lead to organized inhibition at 200 Hz, creating opportunity for select large ensembles of pyramidal cells in CA1/CA3 to fire synchronously during intermittent decreased inhibition at ϳ3-4 ms after phase-locked firing of PVBCs, giving rise to LFP ripple waves. However, knowing critical steps necessary for the generation of SWRs only raises more questions. How are cells recruited to fire during certain ripples and not others? What is the empirical size of large ensembles that fire during spatially synchronous SWR that occur over 5 mm of septo-temporal space? While spatially widespread SWRs may hold intuitive value in consolidation of memory over the large hippocampal space, what exactly is the functional role of propagating ripples? Do cells recruited during synchronous SWRs differ from cells recruited during propagating SWRs? The quest to find answers to such important questions will take us a step further in the direction of understanding how the
